
DAWSON cordep SO COLUMBIA CO 04/1412018 02:15

INCIDENTREPORT
CONTRABANI) , 001611 Datez 04ll3L0l8 06:45

LOCATION

CCSO

REPORTED BY
DAWSON, M cordep

REPORTDATE
04/14/2018

REPORT TIME
02:1 0

NAME: SI}LLTVAN CYRUS ANDREW

CURRENTHOUSING
CCSOJAILBLL2

SHORT SYNOPSIS
On04l13l20l8 at approximately 0645 hours, Inmate Sullivan Cyrus was found with contraband in his sock upon
chaining him up for transport out ofthe facility.

VIOLATION # I
IOO POSSESSION OF NUISANCE CONTRABAND. NUISANCE
CONTRABAND

INOR RULE VIOLATION

VIOLATION # 2

125 OTHER, INCLUDING DISOBEYING AN ORDER, GAMBLING
OR OTHER ACTIONS THAT INTERFERE WITH THE SAFETY,
SECURITY AND GOOD ORDER OF THE FACILITY.
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HEARING OFFICER I
HEARING OFFICER2

FINDING DATE
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DAWSON cordep SO COLUMBIA CO
INCIDENT REPORT

0411412018 02:15

REPORTING OFFICER

DAWSON, M cordep

SUBNTIT DATE/TIME
0411412018 0211

APPROVALDATEiTIME

Summary:

On 04/13/2018 at approximately 0645 hours, Inmate Sullivan, Cyrus was found with contraband in his sock upon chaining him up for transport out of the facility.

Action Taken:

On 04/13/2018 I was working as a uniformed Deputy at the Columbia County Sheriffs Office when I was chaining up Inmates for court transport, As I was apply
chains to Inmate Sullivan I saw a lump under one of his socks.

I asked lnmate Sullivan "What's that?" as I went to grab it out of his sock. Inmate Sullivan did not respond to me. After removing the object from Inmate Sullivan's

sock it appeared it was a small bag ofcoffee. I told Inmate Sullivan that he knows he is not supposed to have this, and placed the bag ofcoffee on the booking
and proceeded chaining Inmates up for hansport
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On 4.17.1,8 at approximately 1750 hours, an adjudication hearing was held with

USM Inmate Sullivan, Cyrus Andrew in booking with my assigned Columbia

County Sheriff Office Axon Body Camera to record the hearing.

This hearing was held for write up 001611 on 04. L4.LB @ 0645 hours.

lnmate Sullivan, Cyrus Andrew when asked to enter his plea on each rule

violation, stated, "l'm not disputing the facts!" lnmate Sullivan was concerned

about minor rule violation #125 other, actions that interfere with the safety and

security and good order of the jail,

lnmate Sullivan was concerned about the actual description of contraband. We

discussed the fact the coffee was not in the initial wrapper that it was purchased

in, makes it eohtihband per the inmate manual. Also that the bulge in lnmate

Sullivan's sock caused alarm to the Deputy, as there was really know way to know

that it wasn't a weapon.

Minor rule violation # 100 Possession of nuisance contraband /Guilty 5 days

consecutive to second minor rule violation.

Minor rule violation # 125 Action that interferes with the good order of the facility

I Guilty 5 days with 3 days suspended, consecutive to first violation for a total of

7 days lock down with 30 days of probation . q.*{r18 thru 4,fr.18 @ 0645 hours
c-i)

Off lock down on 4.21,.18 @ 0645 hours S\,ner 70
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